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The School has a longstanding, 
unique role in the cultural life 
of the City of London, and its 
perspective is global and forward-
looking. Our state-of-the-art 
performance and teaching spaces, 
eminent staff and progressive 
curriculum attract students from 
nearly 60 countries to pursue their 
ambitions as the next generation of 
world-class artists. 

We foster exploration, innovation 
and entrepreneurship among staff 
and students, and seek to embed 
leading-edge research into the 
impact of the arts and the role of 
artists in the 21st century. 

Our mission is to empower artists 
to realise their full potential; to 
develop distinctive artistic citizens 
who enrich the lives of others and 
make a positive impact in the world. 

gsmd.ac.uk

Guildhall School delivers world-leading professional training 
in music, drama and production arts, working in dynamic 
partnership with leading artists, companies and ensembles.

About us
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Welcome

For further copies of this Annual Report,  
and other corporate documents,  
visit gsmd.ac.uk/corporatedocuments

Although I’m writing this 
introduction, it’s important to say 
that the accomplishments covered 
in this report were achieved under 
the leadership of Lynne Williams, 
who retired as Principal at the end 
of August 2021. 

We owe her a great deal for her 
tenure, particularly over the 
COVID-19 disruption – one of 
the most turbulent times in the 
School’s history. You can read some 
of the highlights of her time here 
on page 19.

Looking back over another year 
heavily influenced by COVID-19, 
it’s been inspiring to see just 
how resilient and creative our 
staff and students have been in 
response to the challenges they 
faced. Excellent work continued, 
and we delivered on our strategic 
objectives despite the changing 
circumstances that saw us 
switching between online, in-
person and blended learning.  
I want to pay tribute to all 
involved for maintaining 
excellence and innovation in  
the delivery of our programmes. 

The investment in low-latency 
technology last year enabled 
synchronous teaching and 
performance across venues on 
campus. This award-winning 
scheme has put us ahead of the game 
and will allow cutting-edge teaching 
for years to come. We have already 
been contacted by institutions 
worldwide who are keen to learn 
about this new initiative, and the 
School’s reputation for innovation is 
growing globally.

Guildhall’s public-facing events 
mostly took place behind closed 
doors with no in-person spectators. 

They were instead broadcast 
to audiences online. Audience 
numbers suggest that almost four 
times as many people were able to 
watch student work than across 
the same term last year, due to the 
streaming and online access the 
School facilitated. 

We are committed to making the 
School truly inclusive for everyone, 
and in 2020 a number of initiatives 
were launched, in collaboration 
with a range of specialists, to 
ensure the institution becomes 
actively anti-discriminatory, anti-
racist and inclusive. We are grateful 
for the constructive dialogue 
which is taking place, and for the 
School-wide determination to 
ensure the organisation is inclusive 
for everyone. 

We should all be immensely proud 
of the achievements outlined in 
this year’s report. While there have 
been challenges, the performing 
arts sector is one of great creativity 
and plays a key role in people’s 
lives during times of trouble, as 
Guildhall staff, students, alumni 
and wider community have 
demonstrated in abundance. I hope 
what you read over the following 
pages will imbue as much of a sense 
of optimism for the future as I feel. 

Professor Jonathan Vaughan 
Interim Principal
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Our vision
We value

 – The unique artistic voice and 
the transformative power of the 
artist within society.

 – A creative practice sustained 
by exploration, innovation and 
entrepreneurship. 

 – A learning and teaching 
environment enriched by a 
diverse creative community. 

 – Partnership and the 
collaborative spirit in the 
creation and performance  
of work. 

 – Opportunities for all to engage 
with the arts and the pursuit of 
life-long creative learning.

 – Our leadership role within an 
international arts and creative 
industries sector.

Craft, creativity  
and learning at  
the forefront of 
cultural change.

 

Guildhall Studio Orchestra

 

Gone Too Far!
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Our goals

The Annual Report is structured around the objectives that 
guide our work from 2017–2022:

To deliver distinctive training 
for world-class artists through 
degree programmes that enable 
them to be world-class; virtuosi in 
their field; adaptable, purposeful 
and responsible artists in society. 

To strengthen our unique 
partnerships at the Barbican 
Centre and the City of London, and 
establish a creative destination in 
the City’s Culture Mile. 

To broaden and deepen  
support for young people  
under the age of 18 to ensure  
they access the best, most 
appropriate progression pathways 
to achieve their creative potential.

To lead positive cultural change 
which impacts on society, our 
industry and the wider world 
through professional development, 
research and knowledge exchange, 
and public engagement. 

To be fit for the 21st century: 
an evolving and sustainable 
institution, through acquisition 
and retention of world-leading 
staff, future-focussed learning, 
teaching spaces, resources and fit-
for-purpose services, underpinned 
by a strong financial model. 

Alongside these objectives,  
we deliver on three  
cross-cutting priorities: 

Digital 
To contribute to the future of the 
arts and creative industries through 
new technology and digital 
learning and engagement. 

International 
To lead and partner on activity that 
builds an internationally-engaged 
and globally relevant community. 

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 
To build a creative community where 
everyone feels able to participate and 
achieve their potential; a community 
that is inclusive and representative of 
the society we live and work in, and 
which enhances the safety, wellbeing 
and belonging of everyone.
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Distinctive 
training for 
world-class 
artists
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Once again, the School demonstrated its position as a leader 
in training for professional practice in music, drama and 
production arts, securing top rankings in international  
and national league tables. 

Reputation 
and rankings 

Guardian University 
Guide 2022 

The School was the top 
conservatoire in the UK for 
Music, as ranked by the Guardian 
University Guide 2022. It rose 
to third place among all higher 
education institutions nationally 
for Music. Student satisfaction in 
music courses rose ten percentage 
points from last year.  

 

Complete University 
Guide League Table 2022 

Guildhall was ranked second in the 
Arts, Drama and Music Complete 
University Guide League Table 
2022 – up from third last year. It 
is the highest-ranked university 
in England in the table, which 
compares specialist arts colleges and 
conservatoires by using data from 
the National Student Survey (NSS), 
Research Excellence Framework 
(REF) and the Higher Education 
Statistics Agency (HESA). 

Whole School Survey

We were pleased to see that our 
Whole School Survey showed that 
88% of students were satisfied 
with the quality of teaching on 
their programme.

National Student Survey 
2021

Graduating students gave a 79% 
overall satisfaction rate for their 
time at the School in this year’s 
Ipsos MORI National Student 
Survey (NSS), the largest survey 
of students’ views in the UK. This 
year, 69% of eligible students from 
nearly 400 universities, colleges 
and private providers took part, 
during a period when teaching 
was mainly online due to the 
pandemic. Of all the graduating 
Guildhall students 79% responded 
to the survey, which showed overall 
satisfaction was at 76% for Music 
students, 88% for Production Arts 
and 90% for Acting students, with 
the Drama Department achieving 
the highest overall satisfaction rate 
across UK conservatoires.
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Alumni and 
student success
Guildhall School attracts exceptional students and challenges 
them to work to world-class standards. Guildhall training 
equips them to succeed at the highest levels of their 
profession, as demonstrated by some of the successes of our 
students and alumni, highlighted here.  

Drama

Michaela Coel’s (Acting 2012) 
drama I May Destroy You continued 
its domination of the awards this 
year, including scooping Best 
Writing in a Limited Series/Movie 
at the 73rd Primetime Emmy 
Awards. In her acceptance speech, 
she inspired others hoping to 
emulate her success: “Write the tale 
that scares you; that makes you feel 
uncertain; that isn’t comfortable. I 
dare you.” Michaela also won Best 
Actress and Best Miniseries at the 
BAFTA TV Awards in September 
2021; the series won four categories 
at the BAFTA TV Craft Awards 
earlier in the year. At the Royal 
Television Society Awards, 
Michaela was presented with Best 
Writer – Drama, and Best Actor – 
Female, while the “true TV game-
changer” (The Guardian) show won 
Best Miniseries.  

Paapa Essiedu (Acting 2012), 
who had a prominent role in the 
show which addressed issues of 
sexual assault and consent, was 
nominated for Best Supporting 
Actor in a Limited or Anthology 
Series or Movie at the Emmys, and 
Best Leading Actor at the BAFTAs. 
For his role in Pass Over at the Kiln 
Theatre, he was nominated for Best 
Male in a Play at the Black British 
Theatre Awards. The Sunday Times 
described his performance as 
“masterclass level …electrifyingly 
wired and wary”.

Ewan McGregor (Acting 1992) 
was also a winner at the Emmys, 
taking home the Outstanding 
Lead Actor in a Limited or 
Anthology Series or a Movie for 
his performance as ill-fated fashion 
designer Halston in the Netflix 
series of the same name, which 
premiered in May 2021.

Leila Farzad (Acting 2008) was 
nominated for Best Supporting 
Actress in the 2021 BAFTA 
Television Awards for her role in 
I Hate Suzie, the dark comedy-
drama created by Billie Piper and 
Lucy Prebble. Premiering on Sky 
Atlantic and NOW TV in August 
2020, it made its US debut on HBO 
in November of that year.

Through a new and exciting 
collaboration with publisher 
Penguin Random House, a number 
of students were commissioned to 
voice characters in the audiobook 
and podcast of Joseph Knox’s new 
novel True Crime Story. Acting third 
year students Levi Brown, Caitlin 
Griffiths and Conor McLeod were 
among those who so impressed 
the Penguin Random House 
Audio team that they’re expecting 
to continue working with the 
publisher after their graduation.
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Continuing the School’s tradition 
of training extraordinary theatrical 
talent, Guildhall alumni featured 
in some of the most prestigious 
theatre awards events.

Three alumni were named 
in The Stage 100 list of the 
most influential people in the 
industry. Producer Francesca 
Moody (Acting 2008) was chosen 
alongside actors Phoebe Waller-
Bridge and Olivia Coleman in the 
Helping the Industry Financially 
category for organising a live-
stream of the Fleabag stage show 
on Amazon and Soho Theatre 
on Demand. It raised more 
than £1million for the Fleabag 
Support Fund, which was created 
in partnership with the Royal 
Theatrical Fund to give crisis 
grants to freelancers no longer able 
to work. The three also set up the 
Theatre Community Fund, raising 
a further £1million for theatre 
professionals. Chichester Festival 
Theatre artistic director Daniel 

Evans (Acting 1994) and Emma 
Rice (Acting 1988), artistic director 
at Wise Children, were included in 
the Putting on Shows category.

Kingsley Ben-Adir’s (Acting 
2011) portrayal of Malcolm X in 
Regina King’s film One Night In 
Miami saw him nominated for the 
BAFTA Rising Star award 2021. 
The acclaimed film had three 
Golden Globe nominations. 

Anya Chalotra (Acting 2017) was 
named one of Screen International’s 
Stars of Tomorrow 2020. She 
stars in Netflix series The Witcher. 
And Oli Higginson (Acting 
2019) was nominated in the Stage 
Debut Awards’ Best Performer in 
a Musical category for his rave-
reviewed role as Jamie in The Last 
Five Years at Southwark Playhouse.

 

Left to right: 
Michaela Coel, Paapa Essiedu  
and Anya Chalotra
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Production Arts

In a year when so many live 
productions were interrupted by 
pandemic restrictions, Guildhall 
alumni continued to demonstrate 
their ingenuity and talent. At 
The Stage Awards, Simon Baker 
(Technical Theatre 1992) won 
the Achievement in Technical 
Theatre category for his innovative 
approach to live broadcasting 
theatre productions. The technical 
director and digital producer 
at Wise Children worked with 
Scandinavian start-up TicketCo 
to train his fellow company 
members to produce a live stream 
of its cancelled show Romantics 
Anonymous. Broadcast live 
from Bristol Old Vic for a five-
performance run, it was also 
shared with 34 theatres worldwide, 
selling 12,000 tickets to an 
estimated audience of over 20,000. 
The Stage judging panel noted 
that Baker’s technical and artistic 
realisation of his vision was not 
only affordable, it has also become 
an essential element of all future 

plans for the company and has 
served as inspiration and a model 
for other companies.

For the second consecutive year, 
a Guildhall alumnus won the 
Fred Foster Award for Production 
Electrics at the Association for 
Lighting Designers Excellence 
Awards. Amid a competitive 
field that saw many applications, 
Liam Sayer (Theatre Technology 
2020) took the prize, with judges 
remarking they “appreciated his 
attention to detail, his innovation 
and problem solving”. They also 
commented that “his testimonials 
were impressive and shone 
alongside a clearly articulated work 
ethic”. At the same awards, Liam 
Strong (Theatre Technology 2020) 
was awarded The Blue-i Theatre 
Technology Award for Excellence 
in Video. A judge said he was one 
to watch as “the next big thing in 
video”, and the panel felt he had 
“worked incredibly hard on his 
portfolio which demonstrated the 
beautiful designs he had created”. 
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Music and Opera

Guildhall alumni continue to 
play leading roles in the vibrant 
UK jazz scene. Yazz Ahmed 
(Trumpet 2006) was the big 
winner at the 2020 Jazz FM 
Awards – taking home the Jazz 
Act of the Year and Album of the 
Year prizes. The awards ceremony 
was live-streamed from Ronnie 
Scott’s, and Yazz performed 
a stunning rendition of her 
song Forest Bathing. Her third 
album, Polyhymnia is “a suite of 
movements, each dedicated to 
women of outstanding qualities, 
role models, with whom I felt a 
strong connection,” she explained. 
It impressed not only the Jazz 
FM Awards judges but the critics, 
with Everything Is Noise calling it 
“everything you could want from 
a jazz album”, and Glide magazine 
describing it as “one of the most 
important pieces of music in any 
genre to appear this year”. Also at 
the 2020 Jazz FM Awards, Binker 
Golding (Saxophone 2008) won 
Instrumentalist of the Year. His 
2019 album Abstractions of Reality 
Past and Incredible Feathers was 
voted the second-best jazz album of 
the year by MOJO magazine, which 
wrote: “Is Binker Golding the new 
Sonny Rollins? The new Coltrane? 
Or both?” SEED Ensemble’s 

nominations for the Jazz Act of 
the Year and Album of the Year 
categories saw nods for alumni 
Theon Cross (Tuba 2014) and 
Miguel Gorodi (Trumpet, 2019).

Alumna Carmen Artaza (Opera 
Studies 2019) won the prestigious 
Grand Prize at the 58th Tenor Viñas 
International Singing Competition, 
the first Spanish contestant to 
win the prize since Beatriz Díaz 
González in 2007. At the same 
event, Carmen also received the 
Mozart Prize and the Best Spanish 
Singer Prize. The mezzo-soprano’s 
extraordinary year also saw her 
win the first prize in the 2020 
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy 
Conservatory Competition in Berlin 
– the oldest competition for classical 
music in Germany.

Claire Barnett-Jones (Vocal 
Studies 2021) continued her 
meteoric rise, winning the 
Audience Prize at the BBC Cardiff 
Singer of the World competition. 
Having been called up on 
standby, she didn’t know she’d be 
performing until just 48 hours 
before the contest started, and had 
been fixing a fence in her garden 
when the call came through. 

 

Yazz Ahmed (left)  
and Carmen Artaza (right)
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Guildhall drama 
productions: critical 
acclaim 

December 2020
Pod

“A strong cast from Guildhall School 
hit the dancefloor in a show that 
muses over house music, orcas and the 
meaning of a nightclub family.”

The Guardian 

 

Top to bottom: 

Pod, The Drowned World and Love and Information

March 2021
The Drowned World

“Beautifully filmed and brilliantly 
performed. The actors are excellent. I 
strongly encourage you to watch it.”

Mobile Theatre 

May 2021
Love and Information

“Love and Information proves a 
challenging but vital showcase 
for these final year actors. This 
reorientation to online performance 
is a timely decision by Guildhall in 
an industry increasingly embracing 
a hybrid model of theatre production 
and presentation.”

Cultural Capital Theatre Blog
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Opera Triple Bill (left) and Beginnings: 
New and Early Opera

Guildhall opera 
productions: critical 
acclaim 

November 2020
Opera Triple Bill

“A stylish showcase of future opera stars. 
So much talent, and so much hope for 
opera in its ever-darkening hour.” 

The Observer 

January 2021
Opera Triple Bill

“If musical assurance, integrity and 
commitment from young singers and 
musicians, presented with ingenuity 
and offering drama and diversity 
was on your wish list, then this tryptic 
more than fitted the bill. Bravo 
Guildhall School of Music & Drama.”

Opera Magazine

June 2021
Beginnings: New and Early Opera 

“An inventive evening, dripping with 
new vocal talent.”

Opera Now
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Further successes

Music and Opera

Senior Professor in Vocal 
Accompaniment Graham 
Johnson was awarded the Cross 
of the Order of Merit of the 
Federal Republic of Germany 
for his outstanding contribution 
to classical music and the art of 
German song in Britain.

At the Gramophone Awards 2020, 
Nicky Spence (Opera Studies 2009) 
and Thomas Adès (Junior Guildhall 
1989) picked up awards, while 
Nicky was nominated in the 2020 
Royal Philharmonic Society Awards 
Singer category, along with Natalya 
Romaniw (Opera Studies 2011). 

Ionel Manciu (Violin 2021), Leo 
Popplewell (Cello 2019) and pianist 
Dominic Degavino (Piano 2019), 
formed the Mithras Trio at the School 
in 2017, and were announced as BBC 
New Generation Artists for 2021-
23. The scheme offers prestigious 
concerts with the BBC’s orchestras 
and appearances at renowned venues. 
BBC Radio 3 broadcasts many of the 
performances. Will Thomas (Vocal 
Studies 2018) and Lauren Lodge-
Campbell (Vocal Studies 2017) were 
accepted onto the Samling Artist 
Programme. 

Raymond Yiu (Composition 2014) 
was nominated in the Chamber-
Scale Composition category of the 
2020 Royal Philharmonic Society 
(RPS) Awards. 

Lise Vandersmissen (Harp 
2019) was selected as UK Harp 
Association Emerging Artist 
2020/2021.

Mishka Rushdie Momen (Piano 
2015) was shortlisted in the 
Classical Music category in The 
Times and The Sunday Times 
Breakthrough Award 2021.

Guildhall at the BBC Proms
Hundreds of staff and former 
students performed as part of the 
Proms this year, one of the most 
prestigious festivals in the country. 
Among them were: 

 – Jessica Dandy (Vocal Studies 
2019), Contralto

 – Jules Buckley (Trumpet 2006), 
Conductor

 – Sir Simon Rattle (Honorary 
Fellow), Conductor 

 – Richard Balcombe (Piano 
Accompaniment 1978), 
Conductor

 – Elizabeth Ogonek 
(Composition 2017), Composer

 – Ben Gernon (Tuba 2012), 
Conductor

 – Thomas Adès, CBE (Junior 
Guildhall 1989), Conductor

 – Benjamin Hulett (Opera 
Studies 2003), Tenor

 – Jennifer Pike (Violin 2009), 
Violin

 – Sally Matthews (Vocal Studies 
2000), Soprano

 – Nicky Spence (Opera Studies 
2009), Tenor

 – Mahan Esfahani (Harpsichord 
professor), Harpsichord

 – Rakhi Singh (Violin 2010), 
Violin/Director

 – Edmund Finnis (Composition 
2013), Composer

 – Dobrinka Tabakova 
(Composition 2003), Composer

 – Liam Byrne (Guildhall School 
professor), Viola Da Gamba

 – Samantha Clarke (Opera 
Studies 2019), Soprano

 – William Thomas (Vocal Studies 
2018), Bass

 – Adrian Spillett (Percussion 
professor), Percussion

 – Daniel Kidane (Composition 
2017), Composer

 – Francesca Chiejina (Vocal 
Studies 2016), Soprano

 – Ema Nikolovska (Opera 
Studies 2019), Mezzo-soprano

 – Roderick Williams (Opera 
Studies 1995), Baritone
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Spotlight: The Queen’s 
Birthday and  
New Year’s Honours

Three alumni were recognised  
by the Queen in the Honours List 
this year.

Judy Craymer (Technical Theatre 
1978) was made a Commander 
of the British Empire (CBE) for 
services to theatre and charity in the 
Queen’s Birthday Honours 2020. 
This is the second royal recognition 
for the creator and producer of 

global success story MAMMA MIA! 
The Musical – she was awarded 
an MBE in 2007. Judy has helped 
raise millions of pounds for Breast 
Cancer Research Foundation and 
recently announced MAMMA MIA! 
would partner with Target Ovarian 
Cancer. Singer Rebecca Evans 
(Soprano 1990) was also awarded 
a CBE in the Queen’s Birthday 
Honours 2020, for services to art. 
Jennifer Pike (Violin 2009) was 
awarded a Member of the British 
Empire (MBE) for services to music. 

“I am very honoured, and 
in these hard times I will 
continue to strive to save the 
arts in the UK as the healing 
power of music is needed 
now more than ever.”

Jennifer Pike (Violin 2009)

 

Jennifer Pike
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Guildhall Fellows

Fellowship is Guildhall School’s 
highest accolade. Each year, the 
Board of Governors elects a small 
number of Fellows to recognise 
outstanding achievement or 
service by past and recent members 
of staff, members of the Board 
and former students. Honorary 
Fellowships recognise outstanding 
professional achievement or service 
to Guildhall by practitioners who 
do not have a formal connection 
with the School.

New Fellows

Prema Mehta
Prema Mehta (Stage Management 
and Technical Theatre 2004) is a 
highly successful lighting designer 
who has lit over 200 productions 
in her 16-year career. Her recent 
productions include Hymn at the 
Almeida Theatre, The Comeback at 
London’s Noël Coward Theatre, 
and The RSC’s production of 
The Winter’s Tale. She is also the 
founder of Stage Sight, a sector 
support organisation which works 
to improve representation across 
all offstage roles in terms of class, 
ethnicity and disability.

Natasha Gordon
Natasha Gordon (Acting 1999) 
is an award-winning writer and 
actor. Her debut play, Nine Night, 
had a sold-out run at the National 
in April 2018, before transferring 
to Trafalgar Studios, making 
her the first black British female 
playwright to be produced in the 
West End.

Ben Sumner
Ben first taught at Guildhall in 
1987, before moving to be Senior 
Lecturer in Technical Management 
at The Hong Kong Academy for 
Performing Arts in 1990, where he 
remained for twelve years, before 
moving to the Western Australian 
Academy of Performing Arts in 
Perth as Programme Director. On 
returning to Guildhall in 2007 he 
rose to the role of Vice Principal 
and Director of Production Arts, 
where he oversaw the name change 
of the department to Production 
Arts, to reflect students being 
creative artists in their own right.

New Honorary Fellow

Peter Sellars
In a career spanning 40 years, 
Peter has worked at the peak 
of international opera and 
theatre – gaining renown for 
ground-breaking, transformative 
interpretations of existing 
masterpieces and for collaborative 
projects with an extraordinary 
range of creative artists.

 

Honorands at Graduation Day 2020, 
which took place online this year.

(Clockwise, left to right) Peter Sellars, 
Natasha Gordon, Principal Lynne Williams 
and Ben Sumner (right) Peter Sellars 
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A heartfelt farewell 
to Lynne Williams

The Principal retires having accomplished a huge amount, 
leaving the School energised and in a strong place for the 
post-pandemic world.

At the end of August 2021, we said 
a sad but fond farewell to Lynne 
Williams, who retired after five 
years as Principal. 

She oversaw a number of 
important developments and 
successes during her time here, 
not least leading the School 
through the turbulence of the 
pandemic. The rapid transition to 
online and hybrid learning and 
the implementation of ground-
breaking low latency technology 
that enabled it are seen as 
exemplary the world over.

Lynne also developed a new 
strategic plan and business model 
for the School, with a focus on 
providing all students with a broad 
set of skills for a portfolio career 
fit for the 21st century. Aligned 
with this was a broadening 
of the institution’s mission to 
highlight community engagement, 
interdisciplinary practice and 
artistic citizenship.

She was passionate about 
championing our under-18s activity, 
including the establishment of the 
Guildhall Young Artists division 
and the launch of Music Education 
Islington (see page 37). During her 
tenure, the School implemented 

an anti-racism action plan and a 
School-wide approach to Equality, 
Diversity and Inclusion (see page 51). 

She said: “Through the pandemic, 
Guildhall School staff and students 
have been endlessly resilient 
and imaginative in overcoming 
hurdles, and our community has 
emerged strong and focused on new 
beginnings for our arts training, for 
our public engagement and for our 
creative industries. Our strong senior 
leadership team has been an integral 
part of this, and is well equipped to 
meet our ongoing challenges and 
opportunities, and steer the School 
through our post-pandemic recovery 
plan. I will miss this thriving 
institution greatly and although I’ll 
be moving back to Australia and on 
the other side of the world, I will 
follow the School’s future success 
with great interest and affection. It 
has been such an important part of 
my life and has given me so much 
pleasure and fulfilment.”

Jonathan Vaughan, who was Vice-
Principal and Director of Music 
for 15  years, becomes Interim 
Principal for academic year 21/22. 
He said: “Lynne has been an 
inspiring, gracious and visionary 
leader, who has led us unfalteringly 

through one of the most turbulent 
times in the School’s history. We 
will all miss her greatly, and we are 
determined to honour her legacy.”

In a career spanning over 45 years, 
Lynne developed a significant 
breadth of arts practice, pedagogy 
and cultural entrepreneurship 
across not-for-profit, government, 
and commercial sectors. Before 
joining Guildhall School in 2017, 
Lynne was the Director/CEO of 
Australia’s National Institute of 
Dramatic Art (NIDA); she also led 
the development of the Culture, 
Ceremonies and Education 
Programme for the London 
Organising Committee of the 
Olympic Games (LOCOG), and was 
Artistic Director of Cardiff 2008, the 
company bidding for Cardiff to be 
2008 European Capital of Culture.

In the 2021 Guardian music and 
drama league tables, Guildhall 
School ranked as the top UK 
conservatoire, and in the top 10 
of all UK universities for student 
satisfaction in the 2020 National 
Student Survey. 

At the time of writing, the Board 
of Governors was in the process of 
recruiting for the role.
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Student Awards

Throughout the year, Guildhall’s students’ talents were 
recognised with both prestigious internal prizes at the School, 
as well as external awards.

Guildhall Prizes

Music Gold Medal 
Baritone Tom Mole won the 2021 
Gold Medal – the School’s most 
prestigious prize for musicians. 
His winning performance at 
the Barbican Hall included 
Rachmaninov’s V molchanyi nochi 
taynoy (In the silence of the secret 
night), Wolf’s Mörike-Lieder: 
Abschied (Farewell), and Schon streckt’ 
ich aus im Bett die müden Glieder (I 
had already stretched out my weary 
limbs in bed), plus Moss’s The Floral 
Dance accompanied by pianist Inês 
Costa – also his girlfriend, who he 
paid tribute to afterwards, thanking 
her, his family and his teacher John 
Evans, with whom he is studying 
Opera after gaining a BMus in Vocal 
Studies. “Watching the competition 
when I first joined the conservatoire 
as a nervous 18-year-old it never 
occurred to me that one day I might 
be able to compete on that stage for 
the Gold Medal, let alone win,” he 
said. “I am absolutely thrilled. I am 
thankful for the incredible support 
of everyone around me.” The other 
Gold Medal finalists, tenor Thando 
Mjandana, soprano Laura Lolita 
Perešivana and soprano Olivia Boen 
also performed songs and arias of 
their choice. The final was broadcast 
on the School’s website and was free 
to watch for two weeks afterwards.

Acting Gold Medal 
Having graduated from the School’s 
BA (Hons) Acting programme, 
Aoife Gaston was presented with 
the Acting Gold Medal. The prize is 
given to the student who the Acting 
staff feel most embraced the spirit 
and ethos of the training. In her 
final year at Guildhall, Aoife wrote 
and performed her own devised 
work Hoxton Hall as part of Pieces 
of Us, a series of short, stand-alone 
performances created by Guildhall 
actors in lockdown. She also played 
the role of Golden in Pod, created 
and directed by Jamie Bradley and 
Vicki Igbokwe; and was Pavlina 
in Barbarians, directed by Oliver 
Dimsdale and Victoria Moseley of 
Filter Theatre. “Guildhall School 
has enabled me to grow, and 
the training has given me more 
confidence than I thought possible, 
not just as an actor, but also in my 
personal life,” said Aoife. “It has 
helped me see that my dyslexia does 
not make me less able than others, 
but can actually be a blessing, while 
I know the support of my year 
and the lessons I have learned will 
follow me throughout my career.”

Production Arts Gold Medal
Joshua Collins impressed Production 
Arts staff so much during his BA 
(Hons) Technical Theatre Arts 
(Theatre Technology) course that 

he was presented with the Gold 
Medal in his discipline. Joshua was 
recently Production Manager on 
the Opera Triple Bill and Barbarians 
which were broadcast to online 
audiences. During the January 
2021 lockdown he organised a new 
project for himself and his peers: 
a virtual concert set in London’s 
O2 arena. “I am extremely glad I 
chose to switch tracks and come to 
Guildhall School for my Technical 
Theatre training, compared to my 
original plans of going on to study 
Engineering,” he said. “Something 
I can’t speak highly enough of is 
the staff’s willingness to support 
you; they’re always there and 
willing to give you their time. I 
have always aimed to put 110% into 
everything I’ve done, to maximise 
the opportunity I’ve been given, 
and it is a mantra I will carry with 
me out into the industry.” The 
award is given to the student who 
the staff feel consistently surpassed 
all expectations in whatever role 
they undertook, demonstrated 
exceptional interpersonal skills and 
made a significant contribution to 
the department.

Junior Guildhall Lutine Prize:
Violinist Marlon Barrios Araya 
was presented with this award - 
see page 39 for more information 
about this prize.
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Vocal and opera

Joël Terrin (Artist Diploma 
Vocal Studies) won first prize 
at the Migros Culture Prize in 
Switzerland and was the recipient 
of the talent promotion award.

Jade Phoenix (MMus Vocal Studies) 
was awarded the Veronica Dunne 
bursary award for Irish singers.

Hector Bloggs (BMus Vocal 
Studies) was awarded first prize at 
the Courtney Kenny Award 2021 
by The Association of English 
Singers & Speakers. Second prize 
went to George Reynolds (MMus 
Vocal Studies); while at the same 
awards, Bethany Reeves (MMus 
Piano) won the Piano Prize.

Keyboard

Víctor Braojos (Artist Diploma 
Piano) was added to the roster of 
featured artists at the Keyboard Trust.

Élisabeth Pion (Artist Diploma 
Piano) was awarded the 2021 
Carnwath Piano Scholarship.

Strings

Ami-Louise Johnsson (BMus 
Viola) won the Max and Peggy 
Morgan Viola Prize. She was also 
presented with the Junior Award 
at the Hattori Foundation, as was 
Krystof Kohout (BMus Viola). 
Krystof also received a Certificate 
of Merit at the Tunbridge Wells 
International Music Competition.

Guitarist Ralph Porrett (BMus Jazz 
Guitar) was a finalist in the BBC 
Young Jazz Musician of the Year.

Junior Fellow Fábio Fernandes 
was awarded Second Prize at 
the Ivor Mairants Guitar Award 
organised by the Musicians’ 
Company.

Sophia Prodanova (BMus Violin) 
was selected as a participant in the 
Arcangelo New Ensemblists.

Evangelos Saklaras (BMus 
Double Bass) was accepted to 
participate in the Global Leaders 
online programme.

 

Tom Mole, winner of the 2021 Gold Medal.

 

Marlon Barrios Araya, winner of the 
2021 Junior Guildhall Lutine Prize with 
Rosie Whitfield, Head of Junior Guildhall.
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Responding 
to COVID-19

Although the academic year was heavily influenced by 
COVID-19 restrictions, the School’s work continued largely 
uninterrupted. Thanks to the resilience and ingenuity of staff 
we were able to fulfil our commitment to students and the 
community more widely.
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The transition to blended learning 
at the end of the previous academic 
year meant teaching continued 
successfully through alternate 
periods of blended learning and 
online-only learning, as per 
government guidelines, during this 
year. Rehearsals, performances and 
productions were moved at short 
notice from the spring to summer 
term, and instead, bespoke online 
productions were created for the 
spring term (see page 24). During 
online-only periods, an enormous 
number of recordings and Zoom 
meetings enabled teaching to 
continue; see Digital on page 47 
for further details.

Our investment in low-latency 
capability last year enabled 
synchronous teaching across a range 
of venues on campus and allowed 
large-scale collaboration between 
spaces in the School while ensuring 
social distancing. Investment 
in recording and audio-visual 
departments mean that while in-
person audiences were prohibited, 
we were able to broadcast Guildhall’s 
public-facing events (see page 24), 
including for the first time, the 
Gold Medal (see page 47). Figures 
show almost four times as many 
people were able to watch student 
work compared to last year, thanks 
to the streaming and online access 
the School facilitated, and we 
were able to reach a much more 
geographically broad audience.

Helping communities

An important part of an education 
at Guildhall is equipping students 
to lead positive cultural change 
which impacts on society. This 
year we carried out a number of 
projects which helped people living 
in communities near the School. 
Through a partnership with 
Culture Mile (see page 33) we made 
creative packs filled with activities 
and poetry prompts and distributed 
them to isolated elders in the City 

and surrounding boroughs. The 
Imagine Packs meant recipients 
were able to feel connected and 
creative during the difficult times. 

Our Relaxation, Bonding and 
Healing project, in partnership 
with the University College 
Hospital Charity and Friends of 
UCLH, saw postgraduate students 
write, arrange and record music 
to support mother-baby bonding. 
Mothers were able to access the 
recordings via QR codes on the 
walls of the antenatal and postnatal 
wards on the Elizabeth Garrett 
Anderson Wing of the hospital. Led 
by alumna Rhia Parker (Leadership 
2015), it provided valuable support 
at a time when COVID-19 was 
presenting additional stresses and 
challenges for new mothers. 

Working with Age UK Camden, 
musicians from the School brought 
music to isolated people living 
with dementia during the winter 
lockdown. Music Bank saw twelve 
students, staff and alumni matched 
with twelve Age UK Camden clients 
to provide a musical befriending 
service, playing music requested 
by the clients and getting to know 
them through conversation. Clients 
were asked in advance to list a mix of 
genres and musicians they liked, for 
the Guildhall team to play during 
pre-arranged 30-45-minute Zoom 
or phone calls.

We helped develop and run the first 
DISRUPT festival, which explored 
how the performing arts have 
supported communities during the 
pandemic, and looked at how new 
and radical ways of working were 
stimulated by the challenges. Read 
more about it on page 31.

 

DISRUPT Festival

 

Gold Medal 2020 rehearsals  
using low-latency technology
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Events Highlights

Drama

November 2020: A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream 
Suba Das directed Shakespeare’s 
magical comedy, as the city and 
the forest came together for one 
riotous night.

December 2020: Pod
This unique production, created and 
developed with the cast of Guildhall 

School actors, wove together bold 
street-style choreography and a 
colourful array of characters.

March 2021: The Drowned World
This online production recorded 
from their homes, saw four 
Guildhall actors present a rare 
chance to experience Gary Owen’s 
vicious tale of love, revolt and 
beauty, directed remotely by John 
Haidar.

March 2021: Pieces of Us
A kaleidoscopic series of short, 
stand-alone solo performance 
works created by Guildhall final-
year Acting students, overseen by 
dramaturg Jude Christian.

April 2021: All Your Houses
Created by Barrel Organ and 
Guildhall School final-year 
Acting students, this new piece of 
theatre explored how people cope 
in times of crisis. 

Guildhall School’s vibrant and varied programme of 
performances continued apace, despite the fact that most 
were live broadcast due to COVID-19 restrictions. This meant 
that even without in-person audiences, our students’ hard 
work was appreciated and watched all over the world.
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April 2021: Jackal Run
Inspired by real events, this new 
production centred on a group of 
British women who discovered 
their partners are undercover police 
officers living under false identities. 

April 2021: Love & Information 
More than 100 characters tried  
to make sense of it all in 
Pooja Ghai’s production of 
Caryl Churchill’s fast-moving 
kaleidoscopic drama, exploring 
communication and our capacity 
for love in contemporary Britain.

May 2021: Mr. Burns,  
a post-electric play
Award-winning theatre maker 
Chelsea Walker directed Anne 
Washburn’s imaginative, music-
filled dark comedy, which explored 
the relevance of culture on a 
society that has none left.

May 2021: Gone Too Far! 
Winner of the 2019 JMK Young 
Director award, Tristan Fynn-
Aiduenu directed this comic, vibrant 
and perceptive exploration of 
identity and culture by Bola Agbaje.

July 2021: Barbarians 
Filter Theatre’s bold new version 
of Gorky’s 1906 play, in which a 

provincial town is shaken from its 
lethargy by the imminent arrival 
of a major railway line.

Opera 

November 2020: Opera Scenes 
Classical and contemporary 
operatic excerpts with piano 
accompaniment, staging and 
costume, performed by singers and 
repetiteurs from the first year of 
Guildhall School’s Opera course.

November 2020: Opera Triple Bill: 
Wolf-Ferrari, Mascagni, Donizetti
A triple bill of darkly comic 
Italian operas, exploring troubling 
romantic relationships and escapist 
fantasies in the interwoven lives of 
three Florentine women.

May 2021: Beginnings: New  
and Early Opera
A feast of five contrasting short 
operatic works: three new chamber 
operas and two early pieces from 
the Baroque era.

July 2021: Opera Makers
Showcasing new music written 
by composers and librettists on 
Guildhall’s MA in Opera Making 
& Writing.

 

Mr. Burns, a post-electric play

 

Beginnings: New  
and Early Opera

 

A Midsummer Night’s Dream
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Classical Music 

September 2020: The Gold  
Medal 2020
Guildhall School instrumentalists 
competed for the School’s most 
prestigious music prize in this 
concert of Rachmaninov, Elgar  
and Tchaikovsky.

October 2020: Guildhall Chamber 
Orchestra 
Sought-after conductor Joshua 
Weilerstein, Artistic Director 
of the Orchestre de Chambre de 
Lausanne, directed a concert of 
neoclassical works.

November 2020: Guildhall 
Symphony Orchestra 
Award-winning Australian-
British conductor Jessica Cottis 
took the lead for an exhilarating 
programme of works by Missy 
Mazzoli, Janáček and Sibelius.

December 2020: Guildhall  
Cantata Project
An intimate programme of 
music for voice, instruments and 
continuo from the first half of the 
17th century.

March 2021: Guildhall Symphony 
Orchestra 
Nicholas Collon conducted the 
GSO in a programme of Brahms 
and Elgar which was rehearsed and 
performed on a reduced schedule 
of just three days.

May 2021: The Gold Medal 2021
Four outstanding singers 
competed for the School’s most 
prestigious prize, broadcast from 
the Barbican Hall.

June 2021: EXAUDI:  
EXPOSURE 2021
One of the world’s leading vocal 
ensembles for new music presented 
a programme showcasing five 
new works written for them by 
Guildhall postgraduate students, plus 
a celebration of the 60th birthday of 
Guildhall professor Laurence Crane.

July 2021: Chamber Music Festival 
Broadcasting highlights from 
three days of performances 
from some of the School’s most 
accomplished chamber groups and 
student-professor collaborations, 
featuring renowned performers 
from the chamber music faculty.

July 2021: Welcome to All the 
Pleasures: A Restoration Musical 
Banquet
Bringing to life the pomp and 
pageantry of Charles II’s London, 
Guildhall School Historical 
Performance musicians played 
alongside members of the Academy 
of Ancient Music.

July 2021: Guildhall Wigmore  
Recital Prize
Pianist Élisabeth Pion performed a 
programme of much-loved works by 
Mozart, Beethoven and three French 
composers from across the ages in this 
in-person concert at Wigmore Hall.
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Visiting artists
Students were able to learn from a 
wide range of classical music artists at 
Guildhall during the year, including: 

Becky Smith trombone  

Robin O’Neill  bassoon  

Emer McDonough flute  

John Anderson oboe  

Alex Klein oboe  

James Fountain trumpet  

James Buckle bass trombone   

Kira Doherty horn  

Wissam Boustany flute  

Harri Mäki clarinet  

John Roberts oboe  

Peter Erskine percussion  

Huw Wiggin saxophone  

Helen Keen piccolo   

Katherine Lacy clarinet  

Stephen Hough piano  

Imogen Cooper piano  

Dame Ann Murray mezzo-
soprano  

Jonathan Dove composer  

Alison Bauld composer  

Kate Royal soprano  

Francesco Cilluffo conductor  

Susan Bickley mezzo-soprano  

Katie Mitchell director  

Michael Harper counter-tenor  

Natalia Romaniw soprano  

Nicky Spence tenor  

Richard Hetherington repetiteur/
vocal coach  

Ronald Samm tenor  

Tobias Truniger repetiteur/vocal 
coach  

Paula Murrihy mezzo-soprano  

Roderick Williams baritone  

Allyson Devenish music director  

Jessica Cottis conductor

Stephen Medcalf director  

Ashley Dean director  

Stephen Higgins music director  

Chad Kelly conductor  

Keziah Thomas harp  

Maeve Gilchrist harp  

Sally Pryce harp  

Jane Aitkin viola  

Aline Bzhezhinska harp  

Elinor Bennett harp 

American soprano Julia Bullock also 
gave a masterclass as part of her time 
with the School as Artist in Residence 
with the Vocal Department. 
Renowned for her innovative 
programming, with a focus on social 
consciousness, she guided students on 
programming and developing their 
own creative processes.

Jazz

October 2020: A History of Big 
Band: 1920s – Emergence
The Guildhall Big Band 
launched their 2020/21 series of 
performances exploring big band 
music through the ages.

November 2020: Guildhall Jazz 
Orchestra: The Dankworth & Harvey 
Awards Concert
The three winning works of 
the 2020 Dankworth and Eddie 
Harvey Awards were performed, 
while the GJO was joined by 
saxophonist Cennet Jönsson for a 
performance of his Tarantula Suite.

November 2020: Autumn Jazz 
Festival 
Celebrating the creativity within 
the Guildhall jazz community 
with a week-long festival.

December 2020: A History of Big 
Band: 1930s – Velocity
The Guildhall Big Band continued 
their series of performances 
exploring big band music through 
the ages.

 

The Gold Medal 2020
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March 2021: Guildhall Jazz 
Orchestra 
The orchestra performed a 
programme of pianist, composer 
and Guildhall professor Ivo 
Neame’s original Big Band 
compositions and arrangements.

April 2021: Guildhall Studio 
Orchestra: The Great British Songbook 
– The Beatles Reimagined 
This exciting evening of music 
included reworkings of hits such as 
In My Life, Come Together and Here 
Comes the Sun, performed by the 
Studio Orchestra with outstanding 
Guildhall jazz vocal soloists.

April 2021: A History of Big Band: 
1930s & 40s – The Swing Era
Delving further into the history of 
big band music – this time in the 
era of the 1930s and 40s, with band 
leader, arranger and saxophonist 
Colin Skinner as special guest.

May 2021: Summer Jazz Festival
Worldwide FM broadcaster, DJ and 
journalist Tina Edwards presented 
three days of performance 
featuring faculty members, special 
guests and alumni.

May 2021: A History of Big Band: 
The Dawn of Modernism
The final chapter of the Guildhall 
Big Band’s exploration of the 
history of the genre.

May 2021: Guildhall Jazz Orchestra 
and Jazz Choir with Iain Ballamy
Iain Ballamy’s 21st Century Pastoral 
suite was one of the highlights of 
this programme featuring a broad 
selection of his work from over the 
last 30 years of his career.

June 2021: Caribbean Jazz 
Influence 
Special guests including bassist 
Gary Crosby and saxophonist Steve 
Williamson joined Guildhall Big 
Band to celebrate the legacies of 
Joe Harriott, Shake Keane and 
Harry Beckett in this live-streamed 
symposium and concert.

July 2021: Guildhall Jazz Orchestra: 
Celebrating Brazilian Jazz
Compositions by three-time Latin 
Grammy nominee Jovino Santos 
Neto in a concert celebrating 
Brazilian jazz, which also featured 
the music of Hermeto Pascoal, Vince 
Mendoza and Bob Brookmeyer.

Visiting artists
Students were able to learn from a 
wide range of jazz artists at Guildhall 
during the year, including:

Kathrine Windfeld piano 

Dick Oatts saxophone 

Mark Hodgson bass 

Stephen Keogh drums 

Ross Stanley piano 

Zara McFarlane vocal 

Michael League bass 

Drew Gress bass 

Bill Laurance piano 

Steve Argüelles drums 

Accent vocal group 

Women In Jazz 

Tim Garland saxophone 

Jeff Hamilton drums 

Dave Smith drums 

Nathan Williams bass 

Jim Daus Hjernøe vocal 

Mike Lindup piano 

Kenny Werner piano 

Iain Ballamy saxophone 

Peter Eldridge vocal 

Ari Hoenig drums 
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Guildhall Studio Orchestra:  
The Great British Songbook

 

Chapters

Tom Ollendorff guitar 

Larry Grenadier bass 

Jovino Santos Neto piano 

Tom Rainey drums 

Winston Clifford drums 

Marc Copland piano 

Jakob Bro guitar 

Kevin Fox vocal 

Alvin Chea vocal 

Electronic Music 

June 2021: DAWs Open: Electronic 
Music Student Showcase
A diverse line-up of performances 
by students from the School’s 
Electronic Music department shone 
a spotlight on the body of work 
being created.

Performance & Creative 
Enterprise

October 2020: Chapters
This eclectic festival saw brand-
new performance from immersive 
soundscapes to spoken word and 
rap theatre, and from experimental 
short films to stand-up comedy.

June 2021: Of Shadow and Light
Inspired by a line from June 
Jordan’s poem Big City Happening 
this festival of innovative, 
poetic and politically resonant 
performance works, created and 
performed by the graduating 
Performance & Creative 
Enterprise class of 2021.  

Autumn 2020-summer 2021: 
Real Talk
This series of talks on Instagram 
Live invited practitioners who have 
made things happen for themselves 
and who push for social change 
through their practice to share 
advice, experience and ideas with 
the next generation.



Strong bonds 
with strategic 
partners

30
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Partnership and collaboration are central to Guildhall School’s 
approach to learning and to our organisational development. 
We enjoy robust core partnerships with a number of key 
organisations, and collaborative links with many more.

Partners

Barbican Centre

Our creative alliance with 
the Barbican is a unique 
collaboration between a world-
class conservatoire and a leading 
arts centre, spanning creative 
and artistic output as well as 
operational efficiencies and joint 
ways of working. 

Although much of the artistic 
activity from this partnership 
was paused due to COVID-19, 
we were able to run a number of 
online short courses in association 
with the Barbican. These included 
A brief history of Brutalism at 
Barbican, Perceptions of Truth in 
Photography: A Selected History and 
Understanding Contemporary Art: 
Performance Art, attended by over 
80 participants across the year.

DISRUPT festival

DISRUPT was a new online digital 
arts festival from 8-9 July 2021, 
made in partnership with the 
Barbican; Culture, Health and 
Wellbeing Alliance; Culture Mile; 
Lived Experience Network; Maya 
Productions; Slung Low; and 
Sylvan Baker. Created in response 
to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
event explored how the performing 
arts have supported communities 
during this time, and how a year of 
uncertainty encouraged new and 
radical ways of working. With a 
programme created entirely from 
open submissions and selected 
by a panel of 14 community 
artists, the festival successfully 
brought together creatives, 
artists, communities, cultural 
and community organisations, 
researchers, charities and schools 
and was attended virtually by 616 
participants from 34 countries 
worldwide. It enabled people to 
share important lessons from 
an arduous year, with a view to 
reimagining the role of the arts  
in society.
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DISRUPT Festival 

London Symphony 
Orchestra 

Guildhall School musicians 
continued to benefit from our rich 
and longstanding relationship 
with the London Symphony 
Orchestra (LSO), despite a year 
strongly impacted by COVID-19. 
LSO players coached Guildhall 
musicians in preparation for 
Guildhall Symphony Orchestra 
concerts, and many worked closely 
with Guildhall Artist Masters 
students to deliver the School’s 
vibrant Orchestral Artistry 
programme, live and over Zoom. 

Among the programme highlights 
were instrumental masterclasses 
and orchestral repertoire classes, 
which saw LSO and Guildhall 
musicians playing side-by-
side, mock auditions, and panel 
discussion sessions including 
a Zoom Q&A with the LSO’s 

Music Director, Sir Simon 
Rattle. Guildhall musicians also 
performed in LSO Lunchtime 
Discovery concerts. 

Culture Mile 

The City of London Corporation 
is working with Guildhall School, 
the Barbican Centre, London 
Symphony Orchestra and Museum 
of London to develop Culture Mile. 
Sitting between Farringdon and 
Moorgate, this multi-million-
pound initiative aims to create a 
new, vibrant cultural destination 
in the north-west corner of the 
Square Mile. 

The School’s Culture Mile activity 
is led by our Creative Partnerships 
team. Over the last year, the 
focus has been on unlocking 
opportunities for local residents and 
businesses, giving them chances to 
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take part in creative activities. 

We continued the success of 
Music Bank through a new 
partnership with Age UK East 
and City Connect. Music Bank 
launched during the pandemic 
in 2020 as a musical befriending 
service to support elders living 
with dementia. Our work this 
year developed into in-person 
performances in people’s homes 
and some community group ‘juke 
box’ sessions where people can 
request songs from the musicians 
in a live context.

Culture Mile’s Imagine Fund 
launched in 2020, and we helped 
support a local mass singing 
project in the Golden Lane Estate 
that December, called Sing Out 
Golden Lane. Alumna Nicole 
Johnson (Piano 2019) was 
the project’s musical director 

and, despite changing COVID 
regulations, the estate came 
together to sing carols and other 
festive songs from balconies and 
shared outdoor spaces.  

This year, we partnered with 
Culture Mile to make creative packs 
for isolated elders in the City and 
surrounding boroughs. Imagine 
Packs contain poetry prompts, 
creative ideas and other activities 
to help people feel connected and 
creative during the pandemic. 

We are a contributing partner 
to Culture Mile’s Culture and 
Commerce taskforce, an assembly 
of like-minded partners that help 
address the massive challenges 
faced by the cultural and creative 
industries in the City and London 
more widely, by improving 
connections between the cultural 
and commercial sectors.

 

Music Bank
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Internationalisation
In line with many of the innovations made to continue our 
work teaching remotely, there has been a School-wide effort 
to reaffirm our commitments as an internationally-focused 
institution during this challenging year. 

Staff and students worked 
exceptionally hard to ensure studies 
could continue to the same high 
standards; admissions teams helped 
navigate complex and changing 
immigration and travel rules; 
international students made difficult 
journeys and endured quarantines on 
arrival; and teaching staff worked 
tirelessly to provide in-person and 
online teaching. 

As international travel slowly 
returns, academic staff have 
engaged in a limited number 
of in-person events abroad. 
Meanwhile, staff across the School 
have taken advantage of a huge 
investment in technology, such as 
low-latency, to reach entirely new 
audiences worldwide.

International students

Guildhall education still remains 
a major motivator for students 
from across the world to come 
to London to study. Despite the 
dual challenges of Brexit and 
COVID-19, the total number of 
overseas applications and offers 
increased on previous years. Our 
second cohort of Chinese students 
on the fully-international BA 
Acting Studies completed the UK 
portion of their studies this year, 
culminating in a live performance 

of their bilingual piece Hamlet 
Under the Shadow of Water in July.

Study abroad

This was our final year of 
participation in the Erasmus 
exchange programme before the 
UK withdraws from it. Despite 
the challenges of international 
travel, several students took 
advantage of the funds available. 
They carried out music studies 
at the Norwegian Academy of 
Music, the Sibelius Academy in 
Finland, the Hochschule fur Musik 
in Germany, the Conservatory of 
Amsterdam in the Netherlands, 
and the Royal College of Music 
Stockholm in Sweden. Exchanges 
taking advantage of the Turing 
Scheme, the UK Government’s 
replacement for Erasmus, are being 
explored for 2022/23. 
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Reaching the  
world online

One of the significant 
opportunities of the pandemic was 
engaging more online, helping 
us to modernise our approach and 
reach a wider audience beyond 
London and the UK. International 
visits to the Guildhall website 
increased dramatically this year, 
and in response to the limited 
ability to travel, we successfully 
rolled out online auditions for 
all international applicants. 
International viewers totalled 
20% of the online audience for the 
autumn events season and 17% 
for the spring season. More than a 
fifth (22%) of the summer season 
audience was from outside the UK, 
including over a quarter of viewers 
of the Gold Medal performances 
(see Digital page 47).

Our online short courses were 
attended from wider Europe and 
the USA, as well as from far-
flung places such as South Africa, 
Afghanistan, Peru, Japan, and 
Australia. The increased appetite 
and positive feedback prompted 
us to make commitments to 
continue offering online courses 
in conjunction with our returning 
in-person offer (see Short Courses 
– page 45). 

The Guildhall Coaching 
Associates Coaching & Mentoring 
programmes (see page 44) received 
individual sign-ups from the 
Netherlands, France, Australia, 
Lithuania, and Canada.

Guildhall Young Artists’ work 
with under 18s (see page 37) saw 
real advancement internationally, 
attracting students for online 
and in-person programmes 
from a wide range of countries, 
including Hong Kong, India 
and Moldova. Students have also 
achieved accolades from a range of 
prestigious international festivals 
and competitions, including our 
most recent Lutine Prize winner, 
Marlon Barrios Araya, who joined 
Junior Guildhall from Costa Rica. 

 

Hamlet Under the Shadow of Water
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Helping young 
artists find their 
creative voice
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Children and  
young people

Music Education Islington 
(MEI)

This partnership between 
Guildhall, Islington Council 
and additional arts organisations 
completed its second year of 
operations. Despite ongoing 
COVID-19 restrictions, MEI 
continued to engage with 95% of 
all Islington schools. In September 
2020 face-to-face tuition led by 
Guildhall School returned to 
in-school provision, with 2,800 
Islington children and young 
people receiving instrumental 
lessons, musicianship classes 
or singing. MEI also started 
Islington’s first Open Orchestra, 
allowing students with special 
educational needs to learn 
instruments adjusted to their 
individual abilities.

Throughout the second lockdown, 
instrumental tutors continued to 
support all children and young 
people with weekly pre-recorded 
lessons before returning to face-
to-face provision for the final 
summer term. Two mass concerts 
for school - Winter Sing and Create 
and Play -  were delivered as online 
events, with students sharing their 
recorded contributions. An edited 
compilation of all entries was shared 
with all participating schools. 

In order to support students 
struggling during the lockdown 
periods and the ongoing 
pandemic, MEI organised 

activities such as music production 
and the programme My Voice 
and Me (led by Jermain Jackman 
and Bad Lay-Dee), for year 7 
students making the transition 
from primary to secondary school. 
MEI’s second Lockdown Live event 
Do You Make Music?, hosted by 
dancer and hip hop artist Jonzi D, 
featured original compositions by 
17 young people from Islington. 
Music therapy provision was 
set up in two Islington schools, 
supporting students with 
emotional or social needs.

MEI Music Centres are Guildhall’s 
after-school provision aimed at 
improving equity and standard of 
music provision for all children 
and young people in Islington. 
Pandemic restrictions meant that 
all activities were forced to stay 
online. Participant uptake increased 
from 53 students at the beginning 
of the year to 146 students by the 
end of the academic year, due to 
targeted activities such as a new 
Introduction to Music course for 
children in years 2-3, MEI’s first 
orchestra for years 7+, and an online 
advent calendar with individual 
music contributions from students, 
which resulted in 4,425 views.

The highlight of the year was 
the release of the climate change 
song Seasons Change, composed by 
students and teachers, in response 
to climate change and Sir David 
Attenborough’s 2020 New Year’s 
message. It had over 1000 views on 

YouTube and raised over £600 for 
World Land Trust.

During the summer holidays 2021, 
MEI returned to hosting various 
music activities face-to-face, 
starting with Islington’s Summer 
Music Camp for primary to 
secondary school age children keen 
to develop orchestral skills, followed 
by MEI’s Music Makers Lab for 
students aged 13-18, creating 
new songs and pieces as a group 
collaboration. The Music Makers 
Lab was led by composer and multi-
instrumentalist Tunde Jegede, 
supported by singer-songwriter 
Bumi Thomas, jazz hip-hop poet 
and filmmaker HKB FINN, and 
percussionist Mohamed Gueye. 

Guildhall Young Artists

The five Centres had a challenging 
year, moving nearly 1,000 students 
on individual timetables through 
different models of learning 
including in-person, online, and 
blended learning. Despite this, 
retention of students remained 
steady at 80-85%. Every centre 
welcomed further new recruits 
through the year which bodes well 
for growth once social distancing 
restrictions are fully lifted. 24 
students from CYM Centres went 
on to study music at a conservatoire 
or university in October 2020.

The 60-year-old Norfolk County 
Youth Orchestra has been 
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integrated into Norfolk CYM. This 
initiative will offer high quality 
orchestral playing opportunities 
and live event management 
experiences for NCYM students 
and those living in Norfolk and 
East Anglia. In July 2020 a socially 
distanced concert of Beethoven’s 
Symphony No. 5 was performed. 

Five in-person Summer School 
courses were delivered across centres 
in Taunton, Norwich and Saffron 
Walden, attended by 150 students.

Although much of the autumn 
term and the whole of the spring 
term were confined to online 
activity, CYM London students 
were able to meet in small groups at 
least twice and many also received 
some in-person individual lessons. 
There were also both blended and 
in-person masterclasses for the 
students; highlights being Jess 
Gillam, Lara Melda, Roger Coull 
and Nicola Benedetti. The Louis 
Watt Solo Competition returned as 
the first live audience event since 
lockdown, adjudicated by Alison 
Mears, Director of Guildhall Young 
Artists and Safeguarding.

A new Guildhall Young Artists 
Online centre was launched in 
autumn 2020. It included three, 

nine-week composition courses and 
termly one-to-one tuition, which 
has seen a total of 31 participants, 
with applicants coming from as far 
afield as Hong Kong. 

A new Guildhall Young Artists 
composition competition called 
RELEASE was a particular 
highlight of the year. In March 
2021, all Guildhall Young 
Artists were invited to submit a 
composition to four categories: 
Songwriting, Digital Media, Music 
to Picture and Concert Music. As 
well as cash prizes for the top three 
compositions in each category, 
participants could win other prizes 
including an online masterclass 
with an industry leading artist. 
The competition attracted over 130 
applicants from across the network. 

Work on a new Guildhall Young 
Artists brand and identity is 
underway to offer a coherent  
‘look and feel’ across the network, 
and one that reflects the vibrancy 
of the offer. It will be rolled out  
in 2021/22.

 

Leia Zhu performing with Sir Simon Rattle 
and the LSO

 

MEI’s Seasons Change
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Junior Guildhall

This specialist Saturday School 
offers advanced training to young 
people aged 4-18. Students receive 
professional music and drama 
tuition and often go on to study 
music at undergraduate level. 

After a long period of remote 
learning, onsite activity days 
were reintroduced in the autumn 
term of 2020 with a focus on 
chamber music. Members of the 
Schubert Ensemble under the 
direction of Peter Esswood led 
string masterclasses in November, 
while the Brass Band hosted 
online masterclasses with Louis 
Dowdeswell and Alan Thomas. 
The opening of a division of 
Junior Guildhall’s String Training 
Programme (STP) at Brentwood 
School, Essex, in January 2021, 
offers superb facilities in which to 
grow the programme further. 

Online STP concerts at Barbican 
and Brentwood attracted record 
audience numbers. In spring, 
the Chamber Choir and Boys’ 
Choir sang independently for the 
movement Lift up Your Heads in 
the London Handel Festival’s Sing 
at Home Messiah recording project 

– a blend of live and recorded 
music involving choirs from 
around the world. Drama students 
captivated an online audience in 
March with two exciting showings 
consisting of scenes from plays 
by Chekhov, Lillian Hellman and 
Aleksei Arbuzov. 

In June 2021, four singers were 
invited from the first round of the 
Vocal Prize to perform in the final, 
adjudicated by Guildhall School 
alumna and Fellow Kate Royal. 
First prize was awarded to Camden 
Stewart. The Lutine Prize final took 
place in the same month, streamed 
from Milton Court Concert Hall. 
Violinist Marlon Barrios Araya 
was the winner. In other contests, 
Guildhall School Armourers and 
Braziers Fanfare Competition was 
won by Ethan Lieber.

In August, Music Course student 
Leia Zhu performed Saint-Saëns’ 
Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso 
at a free concert in Trafalgar Square 
under the baton of Sir Simon Rattle. 
The concert featured the London 
Symphony Orchestra playing 
alongside 20 young musicians from 
the LSO East London Academy. 
Meanwhile seven-year-old Junior 
Guildhall student Apollo paid 

tribute to the work of the NHS 
by composing a piece which was 
performed by NHS staff at St 
Bartholomew’s Hospital.

National Open Youth 
Orchestra

In our third year co-running 
the London Centre of the 
National Open Youth Orchestra 
(NOYO), we welcomed five new 
members, including a Clarion 
player who earned a place after 
a year as a trainee. Our cohort of 
13 talented disabled and non-
disabled musicians who play a 
mix of acoustic and electronic 
instruments continued Zoom 
rehearsals. Instead of concerts, 
they prepared for the filming of 
a video premiere of What Fear We 
Then?, a new piece by disabled 
composer Alexander Campkin 
which is due for release in 2022.
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Leading positive 
cultural change
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Research

The cyclical process aims to evaluate 
and reward activity in individual 
‘units of assessment’ (ours is ‘Music, 
Drama, Dance, Performing Arts, 
Film and Screen Studies’) over the 
previous six or seven years; it is the 
way higher education institutions 
compete for government research 
funding. Comparative scores are due 
in April next year, with the resulting 
funding decisions expected in 
August. REF is important not only 
because it funds the majority of our 
research infrastructure (sustaining 
posts, projects and the doctoral 
programme), but also because it is 
a key indicator of our profile in the 
sector and a measure of how we 
compare with other conservatoires 
and university departments.

A newly-formed research cluster 
around performance practice in 
the Brahms-Schumann circle bore 
fruit in terms of new outputs that 
contributed to the School’s REF2021 
submission. It built on internally-
funded work by Laura Roberts and 
Jackie Ross, and was catalysed by the 
arrival of Kate Bennett Wadsworth 
as a Leverhulme Early Career Fellow 
last academic year. These included 
scholarly and practical editions 
of Clara Schumann’s Piano Trio 
op. 17 and Three Romances op. 22, 
published by Bärenreiter, Kassel.

During the year, the Institute for 
Social Impact Research in the 
Performing Arts initiated a series 
of roundtable conversations, 
some involving external experts. 
As a result, four working groups 
were established to focus the 
work of the institute in areas 
where three or more members 
have identified potential for 
collaboration, including bringing 
in external partners. These are 
Arts Evaluation, Socially Engaged 
Composition, Music in Clinical 
and Therapeutic Contexts, and 
Professional Orchestral Culture. 
Each working group has a named 
convenor, a statement of focus, 
and an intention to organise joint 
work from seminars or colloquia to 
grant applications.

Work is taking place to broaden 
the range of people who are 
research-active in the School. 
Among our ambitions are: 
developing our post-doctoral 
community and increasing the 
number of researchers under the 
age of 40; continuing to support 
research across a wide range of 
hourly-paid as well as salaried 
staff; and an increasing focus on 
interdisciplinary work and practice 
as research (half the individual 
pieces of work submitted to 
REF2021 were either compositions 
or performances). One staff 

member who was entirely new 
to research was submitted to 
REF2021, and seven long-serving 
members of staff were submitted 
for the first time, evidence that 
the School’s research culture is 
encouraging staff to develop and 
realise their exploratory ideas.

Six years of hard work culminated in March and April with the 
School’s submission to the Research Excellence Framework 
(REF2021) – the system for assessing the quality of research in 
UK higher education institutions. 
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Senseless, The Living Book

Guildhall Live Events

An established business unit within the School, Guildhall Live 
Events creates immersive and interactive digital experiences 
from the intimate to the spectacular, from large scale festivals 
to installations, events and exhibitions. Through the company, 
students get real-life practical experience on commercial projects 
that they can take into the world of work after graduating.

The Making of Mr 
Dickens, Guildhall 
Museum, Rochester 

In early 2020, Guildhall Live Events 
secured a contract from Medway 
Council to deliver the provision 
of interpretation and installation 
works for the Charles Dickens 
Gallery at Guildhall Museum 
in Rochester, Kent. Throughout 
a challenging 18 months that 
involved working within 
COVID-19 guidelines, Guildhall 
students and freelancers created 
a new immersive experience that 
tells the story of Charles Dickens. 
This permanent exhibition, due to 
open in early 2022, recounts how 
his life experiences influenced 
and coloured every story he wrote 
throughout his career.

Creative 50 – Future & 
Form, University of East 
Anglia

From summer 2020, Guildhall Live 
Events worked closely with the 

University of East Anglia (UEA) 
on an innovative collaboration 
called Creative 50 – Future and 
Form. Celebrating 50 years of 
creative writing at UEA, it aimed 
to explore how digital technologies 
could develop new forms of 
writing to inspire new audiences. 
Working with three established 
writers, Guildhall students worked 
on the co-design, development 
and delivery of three online and 
interactive experiences – Senseless, 
The Living Book, and Where Do 
Stories Come From? – which formed 
part of the Norfolk and Norwich 
Festival in May 2021.

A number of other projects 
that Guildhall Live Events were 
involved in were put on hold due 
to COVID-19 and government 
lockdown restrictions, but 
2021/22 is looking much brighter, 
with significantly increased 
activity ahead.
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Creative Business 
Support

Out of recognition for the 
challenges artists and creative 
practitioners faced due to the 
pandemic, we decided not to 
run the Creative Entrepreneurs 
programme in 2020/21. Instead, 
we made our services as accessible 
to as many people as possible 
through free events and short 
courses to help businesses deal with 
the challenges of COVID-19.

Creative Business Support ran 
12 free online participatory 

workshops for creative 
practitioners, led by a range of 
exciting and insightful artists and 
leaders. The workshops, hosted on 
Zoom, responded to the challenges 
facing people in the creative 
sector during the pandemic. Each 
workshop was designed and led 
by a creative practitioner who 
devised it in response to an open 
call. The team received over 117 
applications. The series was a great 
success and had more than 435 
sign-ups and 225 attendees. 

In January 2021, we launched a 
new form of training for creative 
entrepreneurs called Change 
Makers Academy. Devised in 
partnership with the Change 
Collective, it took two cohorts of 15 
people through a six-week learning 
period, focusing on resilience, 
business planning and adaptability 
during times of flux, with a 
primary focus on the pandemic.

Creative Entrepreneurs is Guildhall School’s incubation 
programme for the creative sector, supporting entrepreneurs 
through practical business advice, mentoring, guidance and 
seed funding.
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Guildhall Coaching 
Associates
Guildhall is unique among international conservatoires in 
offering a programme of executive coaching and mentoring 
services to the creative industries and other sectors. 
Combining the transformative power of the performing arts 
with expertise in coaching, we support resilience and change 
at personal and organisational level. Clients include the 
worlds of national and local government, elite sport, housing, 
health, education, performance, theatre, TV, and more. 

Despite the significant impact of 
COVID-19 on all businesses, we 
ran ten Foundation Level European 
Mentoring and Coaching Council-
accredited courses, six Skills 
Sessions and eight Masterclasses 
in 2020/21. People attended our 
training from across the UK, the 
Netherlands, France, Australia, 
Lithuania, and Canada. Revenue 
increased 28% compared to the year 
before. We also provided £22,000 
of training for Guildhall staff in 
subsidised places on courses and in 
Skills and Masterclass sessions. 

When asked, 96% of attendees 
said they would recommend the 
training to others.

This year saw the pilot of the new 
Leaders on Stage course, which 
aims to equip orchestral session 
principals with leadership and 
management skills. It attracted seven 

participants from organisations 
including the Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra, the Orchestra of the Age 
of Enlightenment, Academy of St 
Martin in the Fields and English 
Touring Opera.

Launchpad (formally Lockdown 
Lounge) continued into the 
autumn term, with the final 
session taking place in December 
2020. Offered through COVID-19, 
it provided a space for freelance 
artists to share experiences of 
lockdown and explore strategies for 
managing their lives in the absence 
of work and income.

Handling Difficult Conversations 
was delivered for an orchestra in 
Montreal, the Orchestra of the 
Age of Enlightenment and Team 
London. One-to-one professional 
development was requested by Globe 
Theatre and independent clients.
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Short courses 

In 2020/21, we capitalised on 
the digital capabilities developed 
over the previous year to provide 
a programme that combined 
online short courses and in-person 
summer schools. Internet-based 
courses are now embedded as part 
of our business model, enabling 
us to engage with new audiences 
around the world.

We offered three terms of online 
evening courses, welcoming a total 
of 404 participants. Among new 
courses was a collaboration with 
the Barbican Centre on architecture 
and visual arts, including A 
Brief Introduction to Brutalism 

at Barbican, and Understanding 
Contemporary Art: Performance 
Art. We also offered new acting 
and music courses such as Audition 
Techniques: Acting, Film Music 
Composition, and Jazz History. 

In July 2021, as government 
restrictions eased, we were delighted 
to offer ten in-person courses at the 
School including Acting summer 
schools for a range of ages, Scenic 
Art, Stage Management, and Jazz 
& Rock Week, which attracted 
214 participants. Those courses 
ran alongside nine online courses, 
including Music Production in 
Logic Pro X, Aural Skills and Acting 

Intensive: Online, which attracted 
111 people. From July to August, we 
welcomed a total of 325 participants. 

We offered 27 participation 
bursaries for the summer schools as 
part of the Access and Participation 
Plan (see page 48). This funding 
enables young people from low-
income households to join our 
short courses and summer schools.

Over the academic year 2020/21, we 
welcomed 749 participants aged ten 
to 81, from more than 40 countries. 
This is a significant increase on the 
previous year.

The short courses and summer schools we offer open up the 
world of the conservatoire to people outside formal learning. 
They enable wide participation in world-class arts education 
and also raise income for the School. 
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Fit for the 
21st Century
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The significant and rapid investment 
in our low-latency capabilities last 
year paid dividends in 2020/21. 
The newly-installed Recording & 
Audio-Visual (R&AV) network was 
put into immediate use in September 
with the Gold Medal 2020 Prize. A 
full Guildhall Symphony Orchestra 
performed synchronously across 
four spaces in the School – the first 
performance of its kind. Since then, 
around 200 performances and events 
have been live-streamed or recorded 
for broadcast. In recognition of 
this achievement, Guildhall School 
R&AV team won a MondoDR award 
in the Performance Venue category 
against prestigious international 
competitors, including national 
broadcasters. R&AV also has two 
nominations in the AV Awards 2021.

Over lockdown, our productions 
and performances achieved 
excellent viewing figures, with 
most performances reaching many 
times more than the in-person 
full house figure. The winning 
performance of the Gold Medal 
has been shared and watched more 
than 300,000 times on YouTube. 
The School’s own digital broadcasts 
amassed 38,000 online views. 

Guildhall Stream

Guildhall Stream is our service 
for capturing School concerts, 
performances and events on 
video. We have added capability 
so students can make recordings 
in upgraded teaching rooms and 
upload them directly to their own 
Guildhall Stream homepage. A 

total of 16,000 recordings were 
added to the site this year, up 
from 10,000 last year. Guildhall 
Stream sites were also created for 
all Guildhall Young Artist hubs 
and Music Education Islington, 
providing an online resource for 
these centres for the first time. 

From studio to sale

Following 2020’s massive 
infrastructure and control room 
refurbishments, the department 
upgraded its Silk Street office 
over summer 2021 to incorporate 
a second TV control room and 
a world-class audio mastering 
facility. We are now an IRSC 
Registrant, which means that for 
the first time, Guildhall School has 
the in-house capabilities to create 
commercial material from initial 
recording to release.

Connectivity

All staff, students, Guildhall 
Young Artists, Music Education 
Islington and Barbican colleagues 
now have licenses for Zoom, 
enabling them to conduct easy 
video and audio conferencing, 
chat and webinars in groups of up 
to 300 people. In 2020/21 there 
were 85,815 meetings (up from 
10,000 the previous year) and 23 
webinars. Participants came from 
127 countries, an increase of 37 
countries compared to 2019/20.

Digital technology

300k

16k 

85,815

times the Gold Medal 
performance was watched 
on YouTube

recordings were added to 
stream.gsmd.ac.uk

Zoom meetings, with 
participants from 127 
countries
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Access and 
Participation

The Access and Participation 
Team grew in 2020/21, with the 
appointment of a new role, Head of 
Access and Participation, and a new 
Access and Participation Officer. 
The team has expanded its portfolio 
of projects, increased promotion, 
and developed evaluation practices. 
Highlights from 2020/21 include:

Supported Application 
Scheme

The second year of the Supported 
Application Scheme, which 
offers eligible applicants a free 
undergraduate application, 
an audition travel bursary, 
advice and guidance and 
access to a range of workshops, 
saw a significant increase in 
participants, engagement, offers 
and acceptances, and resoundingly 
positive feedback.

 – It supported 183 eligible 
undergraduate applicants, up 
48% on 2019/20, with a 56% rise 
in Music applicants and 47% rise 
in Acting applicants.

 – 46% of participants were based 
outside of Greater London, up 
10% on the previous year.

 – 26 offers were made to 
participants across all 
undergraduate programmes, up 
from 19 in 2019/20, with the 
most pronounced rise (68%) in 
BMus offers.

 – 14 students beginning their 
undergraduate programme in 
September 2021 (just over 10% 
of all new UK, undergraduate 
new entrants) benefited from 
the scheme, a 27% increase on 
2019/20.

The breadth of support was far 
greater in 2020/21 as the scheme 
continued to evolve and meet 
the needs of participants. 55 
group sessions were offered, up 
from 28 in the previous year. 
Just over 55% of participants 
attended one or more events, 
of whom 65% were made an 
offer. In addition, a Festival of 
Support was offered during the 
February 2021 lockdown, and 
included 36 online sessions such 
as yoga, puppetry, physiotherapy, 
creative writing, student finance 
and acting workshops. The 
School was a finalist in the Best 
Practice Student Recruitment and 
Outreach category of the HELOA 
Innovation and Best Practice 
Awards 2021 for this scheme.

Other Projects

 – 36 Participation Bursaries 
were awarded to short course 
participants from low-income 
households, to the value of 
£18,650.

 – 17 young people from across 
Greater London participated in 
Originate, an intensive young 
actors’ training course run 
collaboratively with RADA, 
Theatre Peckham and Young 
and Talented. The project 
was delivered almost entirely 
online and ran every Friday 
night from November to May. 
It culminated in the devising 
and shooting of the short 
film When It’s Just Us, shot by 
filmmaker Winstan Whitter. 
It won Best Cinematography 
at the Europe Film Festival and 
was nominated for Best Short 
Film at the London Shorts Film 
Festival. Originate attracted 
national media coverage in April 
2021, when project participant 
Bukky Bakray won the BAFTA 
EE Rising Star Award and was 
nominated for Leading Actress.

 – New for 2020/21, the Propel 
Pathway offered eligible 
BMus reserve offer holders an 

The decline of arts education – with ongoing decreases in arts 
GCSE and A level intakes – means that Guildhall’s commitment 
to improving access for students from state schools and under-
represented groups is more important than ever.
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opportunity to have one-to-one 
tuition from the department, 
reach development goals, 
and upgrade to a firm offer. 
Participants joined in the Jazz 
and Vocal departments, and 75% 
of participants were successful 
in securing an offer at the end 
of their tuition. 

 – 15 actors attended Monologue 
Bootcamp, split across two online 
programmes – a twice-weekly 
evening programme and a week-
long summer school. The online 
format ensured there were no 
geographical barriers to learning 
how to research, interpret and 
deliver audition pieces. As a 
result, people from as far afield  

as Glasgow and Swansea were 
able to take part.

 – In November 2020, 15 new 
Access and Participation 
Acting Alumni Workshop 
Leaders were appointed to 
support increased provision 
and to ensure those delivering 
sessions were representative of 
the people participating. 

 – The Access Bursary fund 
supported 15 undergraduate 
students, with £44,820 awarded 
in total. 

 – 97 young musicians training with 
Guildhall Young Artists were 
awarded bursaries in 2020/21 to 
support the cost of their training, 
with £146k committed.

“Once I was part of the 
scheme, it became clear that 
it was so much more than the 
free application.”

Music offer-holder 

“I have never had this much 
support as an applicant 
before; it made me feel 
heard and looked after.”

Acting applicant

“It’s been brilliant from start 
to finish – a truly supported 
application in every way, and 
even to the post-offer stage!”

Music offer-holder

“In this unsure time, I 
had found myself asking 
questions about my future, 
and this was just the thing I 
needed to set me on the right 
path and relight my flame!”

Acting applicant, on Festival of Support

 

Access and Participation workshop participants
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Equality, Diversity 
and Inclusion

In common with many 
organisations, in 2020, the School 
began to examine itself more 
intensively in response to the global 
Black Lives Matter movement and 
subsequent feedback and scrutiny 
from the wider Guildhall School 
community. As an institution, 
we recognise that we have not 
done enough to understand the 
lived experience of staff and 
students from underrepresented 
backgrounds. In order to better 
understand these experiences, we 
have been working closely with a 
range of specialists and organisations 
with lived experience and expertise 
to ensure our School becomes an 
actively anti-discriminatory, anti-
racist and inclusive organisation.

This year, the School agreed five 
Equality Objectives:

 – Demonstrate our equality, 
diversity and inclusion 
commitment

 – Create an inclusive culture 
where everyone can thrive

 – Contextualise the library, 
curriculum/repertoire, and 
pedagogy

 – Attract under-represented 
student groups

 – Attract, select and retain a 
diverse workforce

Our new Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion Committee is working 
on actions to support the delivery 
of these objectives. It will integrate 

them into a School-wide action 
plan spanning all of our faculties, 
and covering our broader School 
audience and equality groups. In 
the meantime, Advisory Groups are 
being put in place in each faculty to 
support and advise on issues that are 
specific to each area of our teaching 
(Music, Drama, Production Arts). 

The School is also planning 
to recruit a Head of Equality, 
Diversity and Inclusion to our 
senior leadership team. This role 
will be responsible for managing 
the Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion programme, the delivery 
of the equality objectives, and will 
chair the Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion Committee.

Guildhall School is committed to making our institution 
inclusive for everyone. 
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Sustainability

To this end, we devised a new 
Education for Sustainable 
Development Strategy to be 
implemented from autumn 2021. 
Our approach is to consider the 
environmental, social and economic 
impacts that students will have in 
their working lives. Many of our 
students will go on to be professional 
musicians and actors, with associated 
impacts such as travel. Production 
Arts graduates will be the stage 
managers and production managers 
of the future, where they will have 
the opportunity to effect positive 
environmental and social impact 
in areas such as event planning, 
procurement, use of resources, 
disposal of waste and the potential 
for the use of hazardous substances. 
We already deploy Green Captains 
– student production managers 
whose role is to ensure a sustainable 
production.

In the academic year 2020/21, 
we wrote a new Carbon 

Management Plan to realise our 
aspirations of net-zero emissions 
on our Scope 1 & 2 emissions by 
2027 and on our Scope 3 emissions 
by 2040. This replaces our previous 
Carbon Reduction Strategy. For 
the first time, it includes Scope 3 
emissions from procurement and 
construction activities. 

Energy efficiency

The School’s heating and 
ventilation systems, controls and 
lighting were upgraded thanks to 
a £2.6million grant under Public 
Sector Decarbonisation Scheme 
from the Department for Business, 
Energy and Industrial Strategy. 
Among the changes and upgrades 
were changes to LED lighting 
(performance venues’ lighting 
were not affected) and better 
control of ventilation and heating, 
making our spaces not only 

more energy efficient but more 
comfortable for everyone.

Cycling to School

New cycle racks were installed in 
Sundial Court, adding to the existing 
parking spaces for 36 bikes (24 
covered spaces). There is also a toolkit 
for staff and students who want to 
carry out basic maintenance. This 
is in addition to a toolkit at the Silk 
Street front desk.

Treeson

Students produced a one-day mini-
festival in Milton Court Theatre 
and used it to raise awareness of 
some of the plastic waste issues 
around outdoor festivals in the UK 
and abroad. The scenery at Treeson 
was made using recycled and 
repurposed materials.

Guildhall School believes it can create a positive 
environmental impact by inspiring the next generation of arts 
professionals to live and work more sustainably. 
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Development and 
alumni relations

Guildhall School 
supporters 

Generous philanthropic gifts 
totalling £1.95million were 
received from over 500 donors 
during 2020/21. These donations 
from individuals, livery companies, 
trusts and corporations enabled 
the School to provide hundreds 
of students with the means to live 
and study in our vibrant city; they 
have widened horizons, created 
unrivalled training opportunities, 
and enabled our international 
community to adapt and flourish 
despite the impact of COVID-19. 

Supported projects

The impact of COVID-19 putting 
immense financial pressure on 
students means scholarship support 
has remained the top fundraising 
priority. As well as providing 578 
scholarships for undergraduate and 

postgraduate students (supporting 
44% of the student population), we 
more than doubled our scholarship 
provision for Guildhall Young 
Artists in the under-18 programmes, 
from 37 to 80. The scholarships 
funded by our supporters allowed 
us to continue to attract the highest 
calibre of emerging talent in music, 
drama and production arts, while 
relieving the financial pressure of 
our students who are most in need. 
The impact supporters have on the 
lives of our students and on the 
success of Guildhall School cannot 
be underestimated. 

Other highlights include:

 – The generous support of a 
consortium of individual 
donors helped fund the School’s 
development of live streaming of 
the highest quality at short notice.

 – An anonymous gift provided an 
enhanced programme of vocal 
masterclasses involving Katie 
Mitchell OBE, Jonathan Dove 

In a year affected by COVID-19, our Development and Alumni 
Relations team focused on increasing scholarship support for 
Guildhall’s students while encouraging contributions towards 
many aspects of the School’s world-class training. Despite 
challenges and uncertainty, the outstanding generosity of our 
donors has never faltered, and we are profoundly grateful 
to our wonderful community of donors, alumni, Fellows and 
friends for their support at this time. 
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80 

578 

£1.95m 

Guildhall Young Artists 
supported by scholarships

scholarships provided

Raised from over 500 donors

CBE, Richard Hetherington, 
Jessica Cottis and Francesco 
Cilluffo, highlighting the 
perspectives of the director, 
composer, coach and conductor 
in vocal music.  

 – One of our socially-engaged 
projects, Relaxation, Bonding 
and Healing, funded by UCLH 
Charity and Friends of UCLH, 
involved postgraduate students 
composing, arranging and 
recording music to support 
mother-baby bonding. 
Another provided for a musical 
befriending service to reach 
isolated people with dementia 
during lockdowns.

Guildhall School Trust 

The relationship between the 
School and the Guildhall School 
Trust has gone from strength to 
strength under the leadership of 
Deborah Lincoln as Chair. The 
Trust welcomed new trustees 
Rongrong Huo and Graham 
Packham, Chair of the Board of 

Governors, and Interim Principal 
Jonathan Vaughan. Melissa Scott, 
Vivienne Littlechild and Lynne 
Williams retired. We are hugely 
grateful for their support of the 
School as trustees of the Trust, the 
charity which supports the School’s 
students and projects. 

Guildhall Patrons and 
Circle members supporting 
world-class training 

Despite a year without in-person 
performances, our Patron 
programme remains buoyant 
with over 30 Patrons in 2020/21, 
up on the previous year, and over 
200 Circle members, which has 
held steady. We thank our regular 
supporters for their loyalty, 
patience and understanding in 
this unprecedented year and look 
forward to a full celebration of 
in-person events and activities in 
2021/22 as well as a continuation 
of live-stream broadcasts, which 
proved so popular this year.
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A strong  
financial model

Guildhall School was founded by the Corporation of London 
in 1880, and has flourished and grown under the stewardship 
of the City since then.

The School was fully funded by the 
Corporation until 2006, when it 
was designated as a publicly-funded 
Higher Education Institution and 
began to receive additional funding 
from the Higher Education 
Funding Council for England. It 
is now a registered HE Provider 
with the Office for Students. Since 
then, the School has diversified 
and increased its income streams so 
that tuition fees, grants and income 
generating activities now make 
up the majority of its funding. In 
addition, the Guildhall School Trust 
provides grants to the Scholarship 
Fund and other projects supported 
by philanthropy.  However, the 
School still receives substantial 
support from the City, and recently 

received considerable additional 
financial assistance to underwrite 
the significant operating losses 
which were incurred as a result of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. We are 
immensely grateful to the City for 
this support.

The School operates as a semi-
autonomous part of the City of 
London Corporation, and the 
School’s Board of Governors 
includes elected City members, 
members of Guildhall School 
staff, the Student Union President, 
and a strong group of invaluable 
co-opted senior professionals from 
the HE and Arts sectors, essential 
in helping the Board ensure 
effective oversight of the School’s 
development and operations. 

Last year Vivienne Littlechild 
finished her term as our Committee 
Chair and will be leaving the Board 
in March. I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank Vivienne for 
her hard work, dedication to the 
School and her leadership of the 
Board particularly since the onset of 
the pandemic.

During the past year the School 
changed its financial year end from 
July to March, to coincide with 

the year-end for the City. During 
the year ended 31 March 2021, the 
School recorded a deficit of £3.8m. 
This figure reflects the significant 
negative impact that the pandemic 
has had on the School’s finances. 
Although the City has underwritten 
the residual loss after utilisation 
of reserves, the persistence of the 
pandemic is continuing to negatively 
impact the School’s finances. 

The School, under the guidance of 
the Board, is currently developing 
its new medium-term financial 
plan and implementing changes 
to rebuild the School’s finances 
and secure a sustainable operating 
model post Brexit and (hopefully) 
of the pandemic. Alongside this, 
changes to the Board’s constitution 
and the relationship with the 
City to enhance the operational 
autonomy of the School will be 
implemented early in 2022. 

Despite the current difficulties 
caused by the pandemic, I am 
confident that the School will 
continue to thrive and prosper as 
we approach our 150th birthday 
in 2030.

Graham Packham 
Chairman of the Board of Governors
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Financial profile

Income £000

 HE tuition fees 9,437

 Guildhall School Trust Scholarships 1,740

 Grants 7,125

 City of London contribution 8,792

 Income generation and other activities 2,071

 Guildhall Young Artists tuition fees 3,285

Total 2020/21 32,450 

Total 2019/20 32,793  

Expenditure £000

 HE teaching and teaching departments  14,034 

 Academic services  1,354 

 Student support services  2,640 

 Central administration services  5,742 

 Income generating activities  1,857 

 Guildhall Young Artists activity and outreach  4,061 

 Premises and residential  6,562 

Total 2020/21 36,250 

Total 2019/20 35,376  

Surplus/(deficit) 2020/21 (3,800)

Surplus/(deficit) 2019/20 (2,583)

  

Income

Expenditure

NB: During 2020/21 the School elected to change its financial year-end 
date to 31 March and the above data relates to the year ended 31 March 
2021. The data for 2019/20 relates to the year ended 31 July 2020 which 
was the year-end for that reporting period.
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Higher education 
student profiles

Qualifications

Qualifications awarded for 2020/21 cycle (as at 20 October 2021)

Bachelors degrees (including Ordinary degrees) 180 

Masters degrees 176 

Artist Diplomas 19

Total 2020/21 375

Total 2019/20 336

Undergraduate student cohort

Programme Total (FTE)

BA in Acting 65

BA in Acting Studies 4

BA in Production Arts 115

BA in Video Design for Live Performance 10

BA in Performance & Creative Enterprise 7

BMus 468

Total 2020/21 669

Total 2019/20 661

Sex

54.6% 
Male

45% 
Female

0.4% 
Other

79.8% 
White

18.9% 
Black, 
Asian and 
ethnically 
diverse 

1.3% 
Not known/
information 
refused 

Ethnicity

UG Disability

Disability

19.5% 
Declared

80.5% 
Undeclared
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Postgraduate student cohort

Programme Total (FTE)

MA in Acting 15

MA in Collaborative Theatre Production & Design 9

Artist Diploma 31

Guildhall Artist Masters 213.5

MA in Opera Making & Writing 6

MA in Music Therapy 19.5

PGCert in Performance Teaching 5.3

DMus/PhD 35.8

Total 2020/21 335.1

Total 2019/20 334.5

Sex

45% 
Male

54.8% 
Female

PG Disability

Disability

14% 
Declared

86% 
Undeclared

Other

Programme

Advanced Certificate 26 

Fellows † 41 

Total 2020/21 67

Total 2019/20 71 

†  Fellows are students only in respect of their extra-mural tuition.  
Fellows are shown as headcount.

1.6% 
Not known/
information 
refused

0.3% 
Other

22.5% 
Black, 
Asian and 
ethnically 
diverse

Ethnicity

75.9% 
White
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Under 18s  
student profile

Junior Guildhall

Student cohort 2020/21

Music course 313

Kindergarten, String Training programme and Brass Training programme 244

Drama course 39

Total 2020/21 596

Disability

3%
Information 
refused

88%
Undeclared

9%
Declared

Ethnicity

4%
Not known/
information refused

1%
Other

40%
Black, Asian and 
ethnically diverse

55%
White

Sex

42%
Male

58%
Female

Bursary/
financial 
support

67%
No

33%
Yes

Schooling

3%
Home 
educated

7%
Other

4%
Not known

38%
State

48%
Independent
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Centre for Young Musicians

Student cohort 2020/21

London Centre 387

Norfolk Centre 108

Peterborough Centre 101

Saffron Walden Centre 144

Taunton Centre 98

Total 2020/21 838

Disability

92%
Undeclared

8%
Declared

Ethnicity

8%
Not known/
information 
refused

1%
Other

28%
Black, Asian 
and ethnically 
diverse

63%
White

Sex

48%
Male

52%
Female

Bursary/
financial 
support

67%
No

33%
Yes

Schooling

4%
Home 
educated

3%
Not known

80%
State

13%
Independent
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Exceptional Giving 
(£100,000+)

The Leverhulme Trust

Founding Corporate 
Partner

Leadership Giving 
(£25,000+)

Anonymous
The Amar-Franses & Foster-Jenkins 

Trust
City of London Education Board
The Fishmongers’ Company 
Norman Gee Foundation
The Goldsmiths’ Company Charity
The Leathersellers’ Company
The Late Ms Ariadne Van De Van
The late Mrs Berthe Wallis
The Wolfson Foundation
Henry Wood Accommodation Trust

Major Benefactors 
(£10,000+) 

Anonymous
The Maria Björnson Memorial Fund 
Ms Elmira Darvarova
David Family Foundation
Mark Dixon & Giulia Nobili
The D’Oyly Carte Charitable Trust
The Drapers’ Company
The Albert & Eugenie Frost Music 

Trust CIO
The Girdlers’ Company Charitable 

Trust
The Haberdashers’ Company
The Josephine Hart Poetry 

Foundation
The Headley Trust
Professor Sir Barry Ife and Dr 

Trudi Darby
London Symphony Orchestra
The Herbert and Theresie Lowit 

Memorial Scholarship
The Sidney Perry Foundation
The Rudge Shipley Trust 
Mitzi Scott Rabinowitz
The Skinners’ Company – 

Lawrence Atwell’s Charity
The South Square Trust
The Worshipful Company of 

Carpenters
The Worshipful Company of Grocers
The Worshipful Company of 

Innholders

The Worshipful Company of 
Tobacco Pipe Makers

Our gratitude extends to all our 
donors and legacy pledgers not 
listed here, as well as those who 
wish to remain anonymous.

Our supporters

Guildhall School of Music & Drama is exceptionally grateful to 
its family of supporters, who make an invaluable contribution 
to the life of the School. 
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Patron

The Rt. Hon. the Lord Mayor  
of the City of London

Chairman of the Board of 
Governors

Graham Packham

Deputy Chairman of the 
Board of Governors

Vivienne Littlechild MBE

Board members

George Abrahams
Munsur Ali 
Randall Anderson
Deputy David Bradshaw
Natasha Bucknor
Professor Geoffrey Crossick
Professor Maria Delgado
Simon Duckworth  

(from April 2021)
Marianne Fredericks
Steven Gietzen, elected by  

the administrative staff 
Neil Greenwood 
Paula Haynes 
Andrew Mayer  

(from November 2020)
Jeremy Mayhew
Harry Plant, as President  

of the Students’ Union
Alderman William Russell
Andy Taylor, elected by the 

academic staff
Lynne Williams, Principal 

Senior Leadership

Interim Principal
Jonathan Vaughan

Vice Principal &  
Director of Drama
Orla O’Loughlin

Vice Principal & Director  
of Production Arts
Andy Lavender 

Vice-Principal & Director of 
Innovation and Engagement 
Sean Gregory

Director of Guildhall Young 
Artists & Safeguarding
Alison Mears

Interim Director of Music &  
Head of Vocal Studies
Armin Zanner

Secretary & Dean of Students
Katharine Lewis

Chief Operating  
& Financial Officer
Sandeep Dwesar

Director of Buildings  
& Operations
Jonathon Poyner

Patron, Board of 
Governors and 
Senior Leadership

Photo credits 
Tom Barnes, Mihaela Bodlovic, Dave Buttle, 
Paul Cochrane, Em Davis, Eugene Dillon-
Hooper, Matthew Ferguson (FG Studios), 
Jeff Gilbert, Hugo Glendinning, Manuel 
Harlan, Wolf Marloh, Helen Murray, 
Sophie Mutevelian and Clive Totman.



Guildhall School is provided by the  
City of London as part of its contribution to 
the cultural life of London and the nation.


